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Pinpointing
liquidity 

Market reforms are almost a matter of routine for the

industry as banks, and their corporate customers, are

being challenged to manage their liquidity more

efficiently. This demand has become of utmost

importance in the increasingly risky world we are living

in, according to Charalambos Psimolophitis, Chief

Executive Officer at FxPro, who blames the intense

environment on the failure of a number of large

corporations. With Lehman Brothers at the helm,

regulators have been forced to investigate much 

deeper, he says. 

“The latest liquidity management developments

have been inspired by a number of unpredictable 

events and regulatory calls for higher liquidity. These

unpredictable events have proven that, even with

depositor haircuts and existing capital reserves, there

wasn’t sufficient capital to cover the potential losses of

the financial institutions (FIs).” 

Nick Noble, Product Manager, Liquidity Risk

Management at SmartStream agrees with the origins of

this drive for knowledge around liquidity positions.

“There’s been an increasing focus on intraday liquidity

ever since the financial crisis and the

demise of Lehman Brothers,

which was essentially

exacerbated by a 

lack of intraday

liquidity. Since

those events,

organisations and FIs have been a lot more focused on

intraday liquidity.”

“One of the main drivers of adhering to this current

trend has been the very specific regulatory focus. There’s

a definitive regulatory angle to this, creating a necessity

for FIs to become compliant.”

Naturally, this is an area of guidance that Gerry

Barber, Managing Director, Investment Management

Group Cash Solutions at BNY Mellon is more than

familiar with. He sees first-hand what an overwhelming

amount of criteria the banks have to keep in mind when

it comes to providing credit to clients. “Ultimately,

intraday liquidity is a by-product of the new economic

and regulatory environment that has been created since

the financial crash,” he says.

“But on both sides of the equation, it’s all about

managing the payment flows, bearing in mind the

liquidity guidelines and clearing limits that have 

been set.” 

Behind the wheel
Nonetheless, financial institutions and corporates 

have different goals for managing liquidity, and 

as such, have different approaches to intraday liquid-

ity management. 

While Raj Subramaniam, Global Product Strategy,

Cash Management at Fundtech acknowledges that, 

for banks, there are multiple drivers – from liquid-

ity guidelines that must be adhered to (ie Basel III), 
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to clearing and settlement related liquidity windows 

and limits, to counter-party related risk and liquid-

ity management – their clients have their own set 

of incentives. 

“For corporates, on the other hand, intraday

liquidity is primarily driven by the need to fund

payments and investments. This may be driven by

overall liquidity availability, or simply to re-balance or

re-distribute funds across accounts or banks to enable

payments or investments to take place from a given

account, even when the funds are available elsewhere.” 

And it’s not just a regulatory tick box exercise for

these companies. They are very much looking at it from

an operational perspective as well. From the cash

liquidity management space, people are looking at

expanding this function which has traditionally focused

on end of day liquidity positions. However, things are

still at a fairly early stage, according to Noble. “There 

are still significant discussions and potential hurdles for

those in the financial services space to overcome in

order to gain the visibility that they need.”

“At the moment, there’s a lot of interest upgrading

their technology and infrastructure so that they can start

to achieve this required visibility. People are at the stage

where they are analysing what’s available and what they

need to do in order to gain that picture,” he says.

So although the driving force behind liquidity

management is primarily the regulator for financial

institutions and operational for corporates, both are

benefiting from these technology developments. Says

Subramaniam: “These progresses have automated the

tracking of account balances, fund transfers, and liquid

collateral, with information being updated near real-

time across currencies, banks and geographies.

Technology has enabled the aggregation of balances of

all types of funds, and presents information to users so

they can determine how to best use these funds.”

“Technology has also enabled rule-based liquidity

management, wherein corporate funds can auto -

matically be transferred where needed, at the time when

needed for funding an online payment, or to ensure the

account does not require payment of overdraft charges

for a deficit balance.” 

Similarly, this also allows the banks to monitor

liquidity risk on a real-time basis, so that they are not

over-exposed to any counterparty or even trading

currency globally.

Landscape visibility
By figuring out what series of peaks and falls the corporate

habitually goes through, banks can work with their clients

to figure out how to avoid knock on effects from liquidity

pitfalls and how better to manage their overall liquidity in

the future. Says Barber: “One of the developments that

BNY Mellon has been working on is helping clients

analyse their historic data of liquidity patterns. In turn,

corporates can then look inwards at the crux of the

problem in order to better manage their inflows and

outflows for a more efficient business model.” 

“It’s all about having the right cash, in the right place

at the right time,” he says as both banks and corporates

rely on having enough liquid assets to cover any position

of potential unpredictable losses to survive the next

business day. 

Banks are continuing to improve their control over

intraday liquidity management by managing both cash

and near-cash liquid assets in a comprehensive manner,

across geographies and currencies. This allows them to

balance between the two forms of liquid assets – cash

and near-cash – to achieve their optimal liquidity

profiles and obtain better returns on their near-cash

collateral, according to Subramaniam. 

“Corporates are combining multiple aspects of

balance reporting across banks, currencies and geo -

graphies, with cash forecasting and intraday liquidity

management being used to near-optimise their invest -

ment decisions on an intraday basis, instead of having to

wait for end-of-business hours.” 

This enables corporates to make better decisions

regarding overnight and other short-term investments to

maximise their interest earnings from surplus cash. They

are also able to borrow lower cost funds through their

improved ability to plan cash flows on an intra-day basis.

Solutions provider SmartStream sees ‘two definite

points’ to this industry, according to Noble. “One is

managing that real time visibility so that clients can see

where they are in real-time and react as is necessary to

avoid any potential problems. However, part of gaining

that visibility and understanding how to react and when

to react is by understanding what a typical day’s liquidity

usage should look like.” 

“Furthermore, there’s a stress testing component as

well – from analysing today’s patterns versus a typical

pattern, as well as the ‘what if ’ scenarios.”

SmartStream has a well-established cash and

liquidity management solution which has been rolled

out among a number of top tier clients globally.

Currently at the end of a development phase, Noble

reports that the firm is enhancing the existing solution

with a new module to meet Basel regulatory reporting
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requirements and to add an extra layer of operational

value to the product.

“We can provide the toolkits so that the FI and their

relationship managers, with the corporates, can gain the

proper visibility and insight to pinpoint particular

events that may cause strains on liquidity,” says Noble. 

Needless to say, this sharing of information between

a financial institution and a corporate has meant that the

relationship between the parties has become deeper and

more of a partnership than a service. 

Different tracks
The risk appetite of each individual in the market is

different – and this will naturally have an impact in the

ways that they approach liquidity management. There is

no one size fits all. Nonetheless, everyone agrees that

there needs to be some kind of liquidity management

‘norm’ and for the banks, regulations such as Basel III

are actually helping. But the challenge is how to reach

that norm – and this is where technology comes in.

Financial institutions and very large corporates are

working towards intraday liquidity management by

running in-house or hosted software solutions – both

licensed and home-grown. This is particularly necessary

for large organisations that have a large number of asset

and liability streams that need to be continuously

monitored, says Subramaniam.

“But large and mid-sized corporates typically use

liquidity management solutions provided to them by

their banking partners. This is an optimal approach for

such firms, as banks are increasingly focusing on

obtaining and deploying best-of-breed solutions from

the market to provide to their corporate customers.”

Finding this optimum way to manage cash is the

number one goal that is being sought, agrees Barber,

who reveals that, using analytics, banks are making

continuing advancements which they are sharing with

their clients so that corporates can actively address what

areas need to be tightened up and what seasonality

pressures are affecting their cash flow etc. 

“Obviously, banks don’t want to be lumbered with

large amounts of liquidity with the new Basel III rules

being introduced. And corporates are increasingly using

the liquidity management solutions provided to them by

their banking partners,” he adds. 

But the regulatory framework still has some

ambiguity in it – it is a reporting toolkit that still needs to

be delivered effectively. According to Noble, there still

needs to be discussion with local regulators to discern

exactly how some of these rules will be implemented

and used. “However, the consensus that it is just a

regulatory tick box exercise has diminished as firms drill

down into it,” he clarifies.

“There is no point in providing a report to your

regulator at the end of the month – which highlights

liquidity stretches – unless you can then tell them how

you’ll react to similar scenarios next time. Companies

will have to integrate this fully into the wider cash and

liquidity management and risk management frame -

works that they have in place.”

Full throttle
In recent years – after the financial crash – everyone in

the industry has come to the realisation that the whole

concept of risk and liquidity management needs to be

stepped up another notch. Says Psimolophitis: 

“The regulators are enforcing a lot of these mitigation

rules – it’s not merely dependent on the banks and

corporates of their own accord. The regulators around

the world are pushing for higher liquidity requirements

and less concentration of risk – they are creating the

entire universe into a risk adverse environment.” 

And the most efficient way forward in achieving this

is through a ‘slice and dice’ process of viewing

information when it comes to managing the entire cash

flow, maintains Barber. “By using all of the network data

flows and looking at more detailed timing in and out of

every account, corporates can – over a period of time 

– expertly establish where to siphon monies from and

where to inject funds to.” 

In the current low interest rate environment, this

knowledge allows the option to invest surplus for a

better yield and manage risk. Knowing when to

proactively move cash from one location to another is

central to ensuring that payments are not held up in a

release queue waiting for available credit funds.

However, pinpointing the exact moment that liquidity is

made available in an account or leaves an account is the

current challenge, says Noble.

“For every second that you merge a liquidity ‘time

bucket’ and move away from real-time, there is the

potential that you are missing the actual peaks and

troughs. Therefore, to really understand intraday

liquidity and the intraday exposures, there is a need for

very accurate reporting on the exact point in time the

cash is realised against an account,” he concludes.
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